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Our year 11 animal care students 
have spent time recently at Duchy 
College, Rosewarne. They have been 
learning how to handle donkeys and 
goats for a practical handling assign-
ment. They had to handle and use 
restraint equipment on large animals. 
They also went to see the Ark where 
small animals are kept and birds are 
bred for Bristol Zoo Conservation 
project. One group also managed to 
sneak in a cuddle with micro ferrets!

Students experienced the importance of 
correct PPE and restraining donkeys and 
goats using lead ropes and harnesses 
for grooming and exercise, they walked 
them around the paddock and learnt 
about the importance of good hygiene, 
organization and storage when working 
in the animal industry. Finally, they were 
able to ask questions about level 3 land 
based courses and future careers.

Duchy College
Visit



LEAP session
This week a group of students from all year 
groups took part in an ‘Easy Guide to Politics’ 
workshop run by the University of Exeter. 
Students learnt about the history of democracy, 
the political spectrum, and how democracy works 
in this country. They expressed why politics is 
important to them, and several left inspired to 
find different ways to get young people more 
engaged in politics and knowing the power of 
their own voice.

Redruth School welcomed our visitor from Brook who delivered 
informative and engaging sessions on sexual health and re-
spectful relationships with our students in Year 11 and Year 9 as 
part of their PSHE programme. The Year 11 session focused on 
making independent choices as they go through life regarding 
sexual health, as well as respectful relationships.  
The Year 9 session focused on an age-appropriate introduction 
to sexual health, including contraception and STIs. Other year 
groups had PSHE lessons with their teacher, learning about a 
wide range of issues which included diversity with Year 7, crime 
and its causes with Year 8 and recognising harmful behaviour 
in relationships (pressure and coercion) with Year 10. It was a 
very informative week covering important topics surrounding 
relationships and the wider world.

Visit from Brook 



Year 11 are mid way through their NEA coursework (non examination assessment)
They have to show off their technical skills to achieve great grades. Some of the dishes 
included homemade wraps, baked cheescakes, American style pizza and key lime pie. 
In a few week’s time, they will be cooking for their final exam over the course of a 
whole day.

Food tech
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Artwork of the Week

Up and coming...

Currently on display in the entrance 
foyer is ‘Artwork of the Week’, chosen by 
Mrs Mackellar and Miss Durant from the 
art department. Well done to all those 
students who made it on the display!

The theme was tribal mask design. 
A varied and creative selection of 
artwork was produced from it.

Year 11 Interviews - 25 and 26 January and Aspirations Fair - 8 February 2023.
In order to support our students in the transition from Year 11 to their post-16 pathways, 
the school is providing an opportunity for students to take part in an interview process 
with external employers/educational providers in the field they express an interest in. 
This will be happening over the course of the two days in the LEAP centre at school.
Also we are hosting an Aspirations Fair in the sports hall on 8 February, which all 
students will attend to enable our young people to meet employers and think about 
future goals. The fair will be open to parents and the community from 4pm - 6pm. 
Details to follow soon. Mrs Haslam is available for any questions regarding these events.


